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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

1. The SASEC Mugling – Pokhara Highway Improvement Phase I Project (SMPHIP) is 
rehabilitating and upgrading of 81 Kilometers (Km) from Abhukhaireni to Pokhara road section, 
one of the Nepal’s strategic road networks, which comprises a critical section of the country’s 
main access route to the tourist destination city of the Pokhara. The road project and improved 
transport system is expected to play a major role in economic and social development. The 
Social Safeguards documents have been prepared to mitigate and address the private and 
public losses due to project intervention. The Social Safeguards reports were developed 
based on ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement (2009), Land Acquisition Act 1977 and applicable 
national laws and regulations. 
 
2. This Social Monitoring Report covers the social activities of the project from January 
to June 2022. The Social Monitoring Report is focused on the social safeguard implementation 
measures, including appropriate measures to minimize the resettlement impact during project 
implementation. It will be prepared on a semi-annual (Bi-annual) basis throughout the course 
of the project implementation. 
 
3. The Mugling – Pokhara Highway Improvement Project (SMPHIP) category is “A” for 
involuntary resettlement and category “C” for the Indigenous People Plan. As per the 
Resettlement Plan 2019, the Mugling – Pokhara (SMPHIP) Road project has resettlement 
impacts and verification of the affected structures is ongoing in Package 2. Whereas, 
discrepancies against the original RP on resettlement impacts were not found in Package 1 
during verification survey. If there is found any deviation in resettlement impacts against the 
original RP 2019 in package 2, the RP will be revised/updated accordingly. 
 
4. A Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) at the district level is established in Tanahu 
district for the SMPHIP-01 &02. Similarly, field-level Redness Committees were established. 
The project affected Rural/Municipality ward level sub-committees is ongoing. As of this 
reporting period, five grievance redness committees were established for the SMPHIP-01 & 
02. 
 
5. The details verification survey of the private structures along the Abhukaireni to 
Pokhara road alignment is still in progress. After verification of the Involuntary Resettlement 
(IR), impact assessments along the road corridor from Abhukhaireni to Kotre sections shows 
that there are no changes in the numbers of the affected structures and PAPs data with 
reference to the original RP prepared in 2016 and reassessed in 2019. The list of APs and the 
number of the structures from Km 8+250 at Milan Chowk (Khaharekhola) of the Abhukaireni 
Rural municipality to Km 22+250 at Bagkhola of the Bandipur Rural municipality were verified 
by the CSC and approved by the Project Managers (SMPHIP-01).  
 
6. Similarly, the list of the APs and number of the structures from Km 22+250 at Bagkhola 
to Km 23+400 at Sano Dumre Bazar and Km 24+000 at Dumre Bazar of Bandipur Rural 
Municipality to 40+400 at Buldikhola of Vyas municipality and Km 42+100 at Chapaghat (near 
to Road Divisional office) of Vyas municipality to 49+700 at Jamunne of the Myagde Rural 
municipality in Package 1 (SMPHIP-01), shows no changes in the number of structures and 
PAPs data mentioned in the Resettlement Plan in 2019. The verified number of the structures 
are approved by the CDC in Tanahu district in SMPHIP-01.  
 
7. Similarly, in SMPHIP -02 a verification list has prepared of the APs and numbers of the 
structure from Km 49+700 at Jamunne of Myagde Rural municipality to Km 60+950 at 
KumleKhola of the SuklaGandaki Municipality and Km 62+550 at Belchautara of 
SuklaGandaki Municipality to Km 70+550 at Kotre of the SuklaGandaki Municipality in 
Package -02 which shows no changes in the number of the structures and PAPs data 
mentioned in Resettlement Plan in 2019. The Involuntary Resettlement Plan for Mugling-



 

 

Pokhara road is approved by the CDC Tanahu. 
 
8. The compensation distribution is ongoing in Package-01 (SMPHIP-01). More than 74 
structure owners have received compensation amount (NRs 4,989.720.00) up to June 2022 
and others are in the process to receive compensation according to the RP 2019 
requirements. 
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GLOSSARY 
 
Affected Person: Any person who is economically or physically affected by the project, 
including landowners and non-title holders (encroachers and squatters). This includes any 
person whose rights, the standard of living, subsistence, and income-generating capacity area 
are adversely affected because of the disruption in the acquisition of assets or business, 
whether full/partial or permanent/temporary. 
 
Compensation: The payment in cash or kind for private property acquired by the government 
for the project, based on replacement value. 
 
Corridor of Impact (CoI): Minimum width of land required for the construction of roads and 
provision of the shoulder width plus safety zone on either side of the road. COI is generally 
within the RoW, except where construction requirements and topography necessitate the 
acquisition of a wider area. 
 
Cut-off Date: The date of the census survey to count the APs and their affected business and 
assets. 
 
Local Consultative Groups (LCG): Municipalities/Rural Municipalities level committees 
established to assist the affected population, legally constituted committees for land 
acquisition and project authorities, monitoring of implementation issues and community 
reactions and grievance resolution. 
 
Poverty Line Income (PLI): The cost of maintaining a sic minimum needs. PLIs have been 
defined by different organizations and government departments, using factors such as per 
Capita calorie requirements and expenditures on housing and other non-food items. 
 
Displaced Person (DP): Any person including Vulnerable encroachers/squatters, 
households, or businesses affected by the project through the acquisition of land or other 
assets or disruption in business irrespective of legal or ownership title. This includes any 
person whose rights, standard of living, subsistence and income-generating capacity are 
adversely affected because of the disruption in the acquisition of assets or business, whether 
full/partial or permanent/temporary. 
 
Rehabilitation: The measures taken to mitigate social impacts, including compensation, 
resettlement and rehabilitation allowances where required. 
 
Replacement Cost: Replacement cost will be based on the following elements: (i) fair market 
value; (ii) transaction costs; (iii) interest accrued, (iv) transition of land restoration costs; and 
(v) other applicable payments if any. For agriculture land, this includes reference to the land 
of equal size, type and productive potential in the vicinity of the affected land and land 
preparation costs where required. For houses and other buildings, this includes reference to 
the market price of materials and labor and the cost of transporting materials to the building 
site. The replacement cost further includes the cost of any registration and transfer taxes for 
land and buildings. 
 
Right of Way (ROW): The legal right to use the land by the Department of Road. 
 
Titleholder: The person in whose name the project-affected business land and/or building 
business is registered and who is authorized to receive the compensation granted for the loss 
of business or acquisition of the land. 
 
Tenant: A person occupying or utilizing buildings of a titleholder/house owner on rent. 
 



 

 

Vulnerable persons: They are the disadvantaged persons such as disabled, women-headed 
households, handicapped, and orphans, destitute, independent elderly persons above 70 
years of age, landless laborers, wage earners, and people living below the poverty line.
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I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
1. The SASEC Mugling – Pokhara Highway Improvement PhaseI Project (SMPHIP) is 
rehabilitating and upgrading of 81 Kilometers (Km) from Abhukhaireni to Pokhara road section, 
one of Nepal’s strategic road networks, which comprises a critical section of the country’s main 
access route to the tourist Destination City of the Pokhara. The project is expected to 
contribute to poverty reduction and support the economic development of rural communities 
through (i) improving connectivity and accessibility of markets, headquarters and other centers 
of economic activity; (ii) year-round all-weather road connections; and (iii) improving DoR 
capacity for managing road construction/ improvement and maintenance. 

 
2. The Government of Nepal (GoN) is working towards accelerating the economic 
development of the country while redressing regional imbalances and inequalities. Access to 
road transport is a key determinant of economic development and socioeconomic 
opportunities. The Government of Nepal requested the assistance of the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB) to support the improvement of the Mugling-Pokhara Highway (Section of Prithivi 
Highway). The proposed project aims to improve the efficiency and adequacy of the transport 
system by addressing the construction of the four-lane road and new bridges. The project road 
traverses through Tanahu & Kaski districts as a part of the Prithivi Highway. This is a vital road 
link and has strategic importance to boost the tourism industry of the country as well as 
connectivity to Gandaki Pradesh (province no 4). Reductions in travel time due to the 
improvement of the project road and direct linkage with the Mugling, Narayanghat, Kathmandu 
and Pokhara are major benefits of the project.  The improvement of the project is expected to 
increase the number of tourists in the area. It will bring economic benefits to local people 
through savings in vehicle operating costs, time savings for passengers and goods transit, 
and savings in road maintenance costs. It is anticipated that the improvement of this road will 
bring several positive socioeconomic impacts that contribute to poverty reduction in the area 
including: 

• employment opportunities during the construction period; 
• reduction of travel time of around 20% i.e. approximately 30 minutes; 
• increase in income-generating activities, such as the development of market 

centers, and tourist centers; 
• easy transport facilities to export and import goods from and to the project road-

connected districts; 
• an expected increase in land prices along the road alignment; 
• development of other infrastructures; and 
• development of economic diversification activities. 

 

3. The project is designed to improve domestic connectivity between the touristic 
provincial capitals of Gandaki to the Central Capital, Kathmandu. The project is consistent with 
the objectives set out in the country partnership strategy, which is included in ADB’s country 
operations business plan. 
 
4. The road section starts at KhahareKhola near the municipal office of Abhukhairaini 
municipality and passes through various settlement areas (built-up areas and towns), and 
small emerging towns in Tanahu district and ends at Seti Bridge at Pokhara Metropolitan city 
of Kaski, in the district of the Gandaki Pradesh headquarters. The existing width of the road is 
8.0 m and the condition of the road, structures and drainage facilities are in normal condition 
throughout the road section. However, there are many sections of poor surface and drainage 
corresponding with a reduction in the safe capacity for road users including local, national and 
foreign tourists in large numbers. 
 
5. The Department of Roads (DoR) intends to upgrade the Abukhaireni toPokhara 
Section (km 8+250 to 88+583) to meet a Four Lane Standard with Asphalt Surfacing and 
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increased drainage capacity. Under the present project scope, upgrading Works are to be 
carried out from Ch. 8+250 at Milan Chowk of the Abukhaireni Municipality to Seti Bridge 
situated in the South East of Pokhara Metropolitan City. 
 
6. The road project and improved transport system is expected to play a major role in 
economic and social development. It supports growing industries in agriculture and related 
processing, services, trade, and tourism. The Social Safeguards documents have been 
prepared to mitigate and address the private and public losses due to project intervention. The 
Social Safeguards reports were developed based on ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement 
(2009), Land Acquisition Act 1977 and applicable national laws and regulations. 
 
7. Efforts have been made to avoid or minimize involuntary resettlement impacts by 
adopting a technical design that uses the available space owned by DoR to the largest extent 
possible and limiting the impacts to the corridor of impact (COI). Although the RoW is 50 
meters, its utilization will be minimized and resettlement impacts limited to the COI which is 
46 meters in built-up sections, and 30 meters in rural areas. 
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II. VERIFICATION OF PROGRESS OF SUB-PROJECT ROADS 
 
8. Two International competitive biddings (ICB) contractors have been mobilized for civil 
works construction in Mugling - Pokhara Roads project, which has been divided into two 
contract Packages. Both the International contractors have been mobilized in the field. Table 
1 below presents the status of the Contact Packages and verification of the structures. 
 

Table 1: Verification Status of Structures from Abhukhaireni to Pokhara Road section 

Contract 
packages 

Chainage 
(Ch.) 

Length 
(KM) 

No of 
structures 
in RP 2019 

CDC 
fixed 
the 
rate 
(No) 

Total amount 
fixed by CDC 

Payment 
Amount 

CDC 
conducte

d date 

Compen
-sation 
Status 

SMPHIP-1 
(8+250 to 
49+700) 

8+250 to 
22+250 

14 124 124 24806034.73 20121369 
12-Nov-21 

paid 1st 
installme

nt 

22+250 to 
23+400 

1.15 36 36 10939620.46 6877942 

15-Jun-22 

paid by 
30 

August 
2022 

24+100 to 
40+400 

15.7 112 112 26505844.78 16607869 

15-Jun-22 

paid by 
30 

August 
2022 

42+100 to 
49+700 

8 15 15 2347815.23 1581732 

15-Jun-22 

paid by 
30 

August 
2022 

23+400-
24+100 

0.7 144 0 In process  0 
 

Plan for 
Sept 
2022 

40+400-
42+100 

1.3 58 0 In process  0 
 

Plan for 
Nov 2022 

SMPHIP-2 
(49+700 to 
88+583) 

49+700-
60+550 

11.15 50 50 9416155.69 5327242 

30-Jun-22 

paid by 
30 

August 
2022 

62+550-
70+550 

8 60 60 14753284.15 7644067 

30-Jun-22 

paid by 
30 

August 
2022 

60+550-
62+550 

2 28 0 
Under 
process  

0 
0 

Plan for 
Aug 2022 

70+550-
88+583 

18.33 127 0 
Under 
Process  

0 
0 

Plan for 
August 
2022 

Madi&Seti 
42+000& 
88+583 

0 13 0 0  0 
0 

Yet to be 
started 

Total   80.33 767 397 88768755 58160222     
Source: RP 2019 and subsequent Verification June 2022. 

 
9. The details verification survey of the private structures along the Abhukaireni to 
Pokhara road alignment is still in progress. After verification of the Involuntary Resettlement 
(IR), impact assessments along the road corridor from Abhukhaireni to Kotre sections shows 
that there are no changes in the numbers of the affected structures and PAPs data with 
reference to the original RP prepared in 2016 and reassessed in 2019. The list of APs and the 
number of the structures from Km 8+250 at Milan Chowk (Khaharekhola) of the Abhukaireni 
Rural municipality to Km 22+250 at Bagkhola of the Bandipur Rural municipality were verified 
by the CSC and approved by the Project Managers (SMPHIP-01) in 12th November 
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2021.Similarly, the list of the APs and number of the structures from Km 22+250 at Bagkhola 
of Bandipur Rural Municipality to Km 23+400 at Sano DumreBazar of Bandipur Rural 
municipality and Km 24+000 at  Dumre Bazar of Bandipur Rural Municipality to 40+400 at 
Buldikhola of Vyas municipality and Km 42+100 to 49+700 at Jamunne of the Myagde Rural 
municipality in Package 1 (SMPHIP-01), shows no changes in the number of structures and 
PAPs data mentioned in the Resettlement Plan in 2019. The verified numbers of the structure 
are approved by the CDC Tanahu & project Managers on 15th June 2022 in SMPHIP-01.  
 
10. Similarly in SMPHIP -02 a verification list has prepared of the APs and number of the 
structures from 49+700 at Jamunne of Myagde Rural municipality to Km 60+950 at 
KumleKhola of the SuklaGandaki Municipality and Km 62+550 at Belchautara of 
SuklaGandaki Municipality to Km 70+550 at Kotre of the SuklaGandaki Municipality in 
Package -02 which shows no changes in the number of the structures and PAPs data mention 
in Resettlement Plan in 2019. The verified numbers of the structure are approved by the CDC 
Tanahu & project Managers on 30June 2022 in SMPHIP-02.The Involuntary Resettlement 
Plan of Mugling-Pokhara road is under implementation and approved compensation 
distribution is ongoing in SMPHIP road project. 
 
11. The compensation distribution is ongoing in Package 1 (SMPHIP-01). More than 74 
structure owners have received compensation amount (NRs 4,989.720.00) to June 2022 and 
others are in the process to receive compensation according to the RP 2019 requirements. 
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III. OBJECTIVES, APPROACH AND SCOPE OF THE SEMI-ANNUAL MONITORING 
PROGRAMME 

A. Objective 
 

12. The objective of the Semi-annual social monitoring report is to assess progress on the 
safeguard plan implementation of the project road including compensation payments, 
grievance redress procedures, public consultation and disclosure process, and evaluation of 
income restoration program of affected households including non-title holders and vulnerable 
people. 
 
B. Approach 
 
13. The following tasks were undertaken in preparing this report outcome: 

• conducted a review of the monthly progress activities of the project - for both 
Packages 1 &2; 

• documents collection from PAPs and submitted to the Construction 
Supervision Consultant (CSC) office for review and onward processing 
according to Contractual requirements; 

• conduct consultative meetings with project-affected persons and concerned 
stakeholders; 

• review of the formal and informal grievances submitted to CSC and relevant 
actions introduced and monitored; and 

• site visits and Interview with project-affected persons regarding compensation 
activities and their satisfaction. 

 

C. Scope of the Report 
 
14. This is the Second Social Monitoring Report prepared for the project, covering six 
months from January to June 2022.The Social Monitoring Report is focused on the social 
safeguard implementation measures, including appropriate measures to minimize the 
resettlement impact during project implementation. It will be prepared on a Bi-annual/semi-
annual basis throughout the course of the project implementation. The report details the 
implementation progress of the social safeguards, project impact mitigation measures and 
effects on restoring the livelihood of affected persons. 
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IV. SAFEGUARD CATEGORY OF THE PROJECT 
 
15. The Mugling – Pokhara Highway Improvement Project (SMPHIP) category is “A” for 
involuntary resettlement and category “C” for the Indigenous People Plan. As per the 
Resettlement Plan, 2019, the Mugling-Pokhara (SMPHIP) Road project as resettlement 
impacts. A Detail Measurements Survey (DMS) of SMPHIP-1 revealed that there was no 
variation in the IR impacts and PAPs data regarding those from the original RP prepared in 
2016 and the updated outcomes in 2019. The list of APs was verified by the CSC based on 
2019 RP and approved by the SMPHIP-01& SMPHIP-02 Project Managers in 
November2021&June 2022. The Involuntary Resettlement plan of SMPHIP is under 
implementation and compensation distribution is ongoing. The verification of the affected 
structures is ongoing in Package 2 except in Seti & Madi Bridge. If there is found any deviation 
in resettlement impacts against the original RP, the RP will be revised/updated accordingly. 
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V. SOCIAL SAFEGUARD MONITORING PARAMETERS 
 
16. The following parameters have been applied during social safeguard monitoring: 

• progress on compensation payments; 
• documents collected from PAPs and submitted to the CSC office for the 

compensation ongoing processing; 
• assessment of Procedure of compensation rate determination and the 

compensation payment delivery system (easiness, transparency, etc.); 
• public consultation and disclosure activities; and 
• assessment of APs satisfaction and perception regarding compensation 

amount decided by CDC. 
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENT 
 
17. The Ministry of Physical Infrastructure and Transport (MoPIT) is the Executing Agency. 
The DoR is the Implementing Agency of the project. Project Implementation Unit/Project 
Directorate within DoR is given responsibility for overall project coordination, monitoring and 
implementation. The project road is grouped into two Contract packages: MAP-01 and MAP-
02 (Package-1 and Package-2). To ensure the proper implementation of the project, the DoR 
has appointed full-time Project Managers for each Contract package. The Project Managers 
report directly to the Project Director and are responsible for day-to-day project implementation 
activities to coordinate with local government agencies and other authorities to facilitate to get 
approval/acceptance for smooth progress in continuous work. The Construction Supervision 
Consultant (CSC) provides the governance and oversight for this process and manages and 
reviews the field data and outcomes for onward processing by DoR. Reporting of field 
outcomes is implemented through a specific process resulting in verification measures 
 
18. The mobilization of the Supervision Consultant took place on 26thSeptember 2021. The 
Supervision Consultant has established a Team Leader’s Office including a Resident 
Engineer’s Office (RE-1) for Package 1 at Dumre, Tanahu for Mugling to Pokhara Eastern 
section, and a Resident Engineer (RE-2) Office at Pokhara, Kaski, for the Mugling West 
section of Mugling to Pokhara Road Project (East and West/Packages 1 & Package2). 
 
19. The Consultant’s team (CSC) is led by the Team Leader/Chief Resident Engineer, an 
International Expert. The Team Leader is supported by international and national key experts 
including other non-key persons. Besides, the Team Leader is also supported by a Project 
Coordinator and supporting staff situated in a liaison office, a tKathmandu. 
 
20. The Construction Supervision Consultant (CSC) is contractually required to submit 
Monthly, Quarterly Progress Reports and Bi-annual Social & Environmental Monitoring 
Reports to the DoR. The Consultant's Report will include timely information on the 
implementation of the social safeguards programme including - land and structures acquisition 
procedures, resettlement issues, environmental management, project safety, road safety and 
training, inter alia. 
 
21. The DoR monitors the project implementation activities in accordance with the CSC 
Contract and is perceived to be in direct contact with the ADB who maybe intermittently 
informed of any significant deviations that could result in the schedule variances through 
appropriate levels of reporting. However, this is a DoR responsibility. 
 
22. The Resettlement Plan is being implemented by the Project Directorate (ADB)/DoR 
with the support of the resettlement team, under the governance of the CSC. The resettlement 
team monitoring social safeguard compliance of the project is composed of (i) a Resettlement 
Specialist - mobilized since October 2021; ii) One Social Safeguard Officer and two Social 
Mobilisers including one for Package 1 -and another for Package 2. These are expected to be 
mobilized soon. 
 
23. The key requirements for CSC governance activities include: 

• facilitating the completion of the Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS);  
• conducting consultations and disseminating the resettlement matrix and other 

relevant information; 
• supporting the formation of Grievance Redress Committees (GRCs);  
• collecting and recording regular issues raised by project-affected people;  
• motivating Project Affected Persons (PAPs) to find solutions at the local level, 

and if required bridging them with concerned stakeholders; and 
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• internal monitoring of social safeguard compliance being aligned with RP. 
Moreover, the CSC has the responsibility for monitoring occupational health 
and safety, environmental management, and road safety. 
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VII. PROJECT IMPACTS 
 
24. According to the initial approved RP (2019), of the Abhukahireni- Pokhara road 
alignment, a total of 755 private structures and414 community structures were affected. The 
verification of the private structures along the Abhukaireni to Pokhara road alignment is still in 
progress. After verification of the Involuntary Resettlement (IR), impact assessments along 
the road corridor from Abhukhaireni to Jammune sections shows that there are no changes in 
the numbers of the affected structures and PAPs data with reference to the original RP 
prepared in 2016 andreassessed in 2019. The list of Aps and the number of the structures 
from Km 8+250 at Milan Chok (Khaharekhola) of the Abhukaireni Rural municipality to 
Km49+700 at Jamunne of the Maygde Rural municipality and 49+700 at Jamunne to 70+550 
at Kotre of the Suklagandaki Municipality were verified by the CSC and approved by the 
Project Managers (SMPHIP-01& 02) in15th&30th June 2022. The Involuntary Resettlement 
Plan of Mugling-Pokhara road is under implementation and compensation distribution is 
ongoing in the SMPHIP road project. 

 
25. The project resettlement team established and recorded documentation of any impacts 
as well as developed mitigation, compensation and rehabilitation (if applicable) measures to 
compensate the affected assets and restore their livelihoods. 
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VIII. MONITORING RESULTS 
 
A. Summary of Compensation &Verification of the Structures 
 
26. The SASEC Mugling –Pokhara Highway Improvement Phase I Project (SMPHIP) has 
been undertaking compensation and resettlement/rehabilitation activities since December 
2021. These activities were carried out within the framework of the Resettlement Plan (RP). 
The following table shows the progress on verification of the structures within this reporting 
period. The verification of the structures iscompleted in Package 01 and ongoing in Package 
02. 

Table 2: Verification Status of the Structures up to June 2022 

Structures 
in the road 

section 

No. of 
struct
ures 

mentio
ned in 

RP 
(2019) 

Decisions 
made by 

CDC 

CDC fixed 
rate of 

Structures 

Verific
ation 

length 
(Km) 

Compens
ation to 
be paid 

Paid no of 
structures 
up to June 

month 
(July) Remarks 

Structure 755 397 83411041.26 62 397 71 255 

Compensation 
paid by 30 August 

2022 
Taharas 

(Secondary 
structure 126 118 1,534,000.00 62 118 3 43 

Compensation 
paid by 30 August 

2022 
Total 881 515 81945041.26  515 74 271  

Source: RP 2019 and subsequent Verification June2022. 

 
B. Summary of Compensation Payment for Structures 
 
27. In Package 1, compensation payment amounting NPR.4, 989.720.00have been 
distributed to owners of 74 affected structures. The detail of the compensation for the 
structures is attached in Annex -1. In Packages 1& 2, structures are being paid in two (2) 
installments, prior to demolition of the structures. This mechanism is established to make them 
demolish their structures on time. The progress recorded in this reporting period is the decision 
made to pay the compensation amount to the PAPs in which the progress is 51.57% (397 out 
of 755 HHs). The CDC meeting minutes of the Tanahu district are attached in Annex -1. The 
progress with respect to compensation distribution for structures is presented in Table 3 below: 
 

Table 3: Compensation for Structures up to June, 2022 

Affected 
structur
es in RP 

2019 

Verified & 
CDC fixed 
compensa

tion of 
structures 

(in No.) 

Previously 
Paid HHs 

(No.) 

Expedite 
to Paid 

This 
month 

CDC fixed 
Compensatio

n amount 
(NRs.) 

Ready for 
payment 

(NRs) 
Previously 

Paid amount 
Paid up to 
this month Remarks 

755 397 71 255 83,411,041.26 51,197,812.42 4,914,720.00 36,243,563.00 
Excluding 

allowances 

126 
(Tahara) 

118 12 43 1,534,000.00 1,534,000.00 75,000.00 493,000.00 

CDC 
decided to 

Pay 
compensati
on amount 

Total 515  298 84,945,041.26 52,731,812.42 4,989,720.00 36,736,563.00  
Source: RP 2019 and subsequent Verification, 2022. 

 

C. Assistance to Affected Persons for Resettlement and Rehabilitation (R&R) 
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28. The project affected non-titleholder’s households were provided additional assistance 
(reconstruction and rehabilitation) that covers the structure displacement, business 
displacement, business disturbance/livelihood restoration and rental assistance. The progress 
is achieved in verification and CDC decided to the distribution of the assistance to the PAPs 
which is under process. The detail of the compensation for the structures is attached in Annex 
3. The assistance was given as per the provisions of the RP (2019). The summary of the 
assistance provided for the affected persons are given in Table 4 below: 

 
Table 4: Assistance to Non-Titleholders payment up to this period 

No of PAP 
as per 

original RP 
2016 

CDC fixed the 
rate of 

Assistance 
(No.) 

Previously 
Paid HHs 

Paid HHs 
up to this 

month 

Total 
Allowance fixed 
by CDC (NRs) 

Paid up to 
this month 

(NRs) Remarks 

465 299 60 235 6,636,000.00 264,000.00 

Remaining 
amount will be 
paid by August 

2022. 

 
D. Vulnerable Allowances 
 
29. The project affected person’s families were provided vulnerable allowances. The 
updated database was completed in 62 Kilometers length of the road section for non-title 
holders’ households in MAP-01&02 (packages1&2). The allowances were given as per the 
provisions of the RP of the MAP (2019). Significant progress has been noted in progress in 
the decision to pay allowances to the vulnerable PAPs in this reporting period. The progress 
record of MAP-01& 02 is104 out of 228HHs. The summary of the allowance provided for the 
vulnerable persons are given in the table below. 
 

Table 5: Vulnerable Allowances distribution to PAPs up to this Reporting Period 

No. of 
PAPs as 

per 
original RP 

2019 

CDC fixed 
the 

vulnerable 
assistance 

(No.) 

Previously 
Paid No of 

PAPs 

Paid HHs 
up to this 

month 

One-time 
special 

Allowance 
fixed by 

CDC (NR) 
Previously 
Paid (NRs) 

Paid up to 
This month Remarks 

228 104 7 90 3,160,500.00 75,600.00 1,580,250.00 

Remainin
g amount 

will be 
paid by 
August 
2022. 

 
E. Impact on Community Structures/Public Utilities 
 
30. As per approved RP from 2019 for the project road alignment - MAP-01&02, 414 
community structures and public utilities were identified to be affected in which 15are public 
toilets, 105passenger waiting sheds, 135 water taps, 52 small Temple and public/Chautara 
(resting place under the tree), etc. The affected community properties need to be relocated 
during the construction period in close coordination and collaboration with the respective local 
communities. 
 
F. Public Consultations 
 
31. Consultation meetings were held with affected persons, concerned stakeholders and 
adjacent communities regarding the intended road alignment of the project - MAP-01&02. The 
detailed records of consultation meetings were documented.  After mobilization of the CSC 
social person in the field in February, March, May & June 2022, public consultation meetings 
were held at Dumbre, Nala, Chhikani, Kamal bari, Tal ghare Bazar, Chakughat, Yampha, 
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Gudhadi Jamunne, Tharpu, Turture, DKhairenitar, Dhulegaudha, and Kotre. Agenda for the 
meetingsincluded, compensation distribution, planning of the CDC meeting and verification of 
the private structures along the road alignment of Package one and two. Sub-committee under 
the Compensation Determination Committee conducted four meetings with affected people, 
the concerned Ward chairman, and local authorities in the presence of a combined 80 
participants (65 male &15 Female) at Yampa (Km 19+100),Dumbre (Km 23+150), Nala  (Km 
24+950) Chhikarne (Km 30+850), Ghasikuwa (Km36+180), Gudhadi (K43+500, Jamunne(Km 
49+900, Tharpu (K 55+680) Akala (K 55+850), Khairenitar (Km 62+590), Dhulegaudha (Km 
64+600)in Vyas & Suklagandaki municipality and Bandipur & Myagde Rural municipality. The 
details of the consultation meeting minutes are attached in Annex 4. 
 

Consultation with local people for relocation of 

public Toilet in Ghasikuwa MAP-1 

Field visit with TL for relocation of the water 

supply pipeline in Chapaghat in MAP-1. 

 

G. Disclosure of Information and Awareness of Entitlements 
 
32. The entitlements provisions were summarized and disclosed to the affected persons. 
The information dissemination (as known or intended) had been conducted on the construction 
schedule, design features of the road, valuation process of the private structures, inter alia. 
The resettlement activities are disclosed in open consultation meetings. The compensation 
amount paid by the Interbank Payment System (IPS). Moreover, during this period, sub-
committee members (CDC sub-committee in Tanahu) met with affected people and explained 
to them about the structures valuation, replacement cost, and present situation of the 
structures, entitlement matrix and compensation distribution process. The photographs of 
public consultation and verification of the structures in the field are attached in Annex -5. 
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Consultation meeting conducted with Employer, 

Engineers Contractors & Social focal person in 

RE office for establishment of the first level GRC 

in MAP-01. 

Consultation with structure owners at  

Belchutra in the SuklaGandaki Rural  

municipality 

 

H. The Grievance Redress Mechanism 

 

33. The project has established three layers of grievance redress mechanism/committees 
(GRM) to collect grievances (written, verbally, or any other means), evaluate, and facilitate to 
address the same. Table 6 shows the composition of the Grievance Redress Committee as 
stated in the initial RP (2019) for the MAP road project. 

 
Table 6: Proposed Grievance Redress Committee for the project road 

Field-Level Committee Local-Level Committee Project-Level Committee 

Social/Environment Focal 
Persons 

Contractors 
Social mobilizers 

 

DOR site engineer 
Rural municipalities, municipalities 

Representative 
CSC Social mobilizer 

2 representatives designated by the 
affected community local level 

(man/woman) 

Chief District Officer 
PM DOR 

A representative from a Rural 
municipality 

CSC Resettlement Expert 
CSC Environmental Expert 

 

 

34. A Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) at the district level is established in the 
Tanahu district for the SMPHIP-01 (As shown in Annex 2). The project affected 
Rural/Municipality and field level Redress committees were established in SMPHIP -01 & 
SMPHIP-02. Till the reporting period,5 no of second-level GRC were formed in Abhukahirani 
ward no 1 & 2, Bandipur ward no 5and Vyas ward no 12 & 5. 
 
35. The Grievances Redness Committee (GRC) & Compensation Determination 
Committee (CDC) were fully functioning in the Mugling- Abhukhaireni –Pokhara road project 
of the package 1 & 2 (MAP1 & 2).  During the reporting period, more than seven CDC meetings 
were conducted in Tanahun and Kaski districts. Similarly, six second-level (ward-level) GRCs 
were established (formed) up to this month. The GRCs are fully operating and properly 
recorded grievances and forwarded to the PM office. The project manager forwards the social 
issues to the Construction Supervision Consultant (CSC) or CDC for further process.  After 
coordination with the project team regarding grievances (social issues), engineers recommend 
to the contractor to solve the social issues in the field. 
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36. The number of formal and informal grievances registered in the Mugling Pokhara road 

project and its current status is presented in Table 7, below: 

 

Table 7: Status of the Grievances (up to June 2022) 

Sn 

Road 

Package Date 

Address 

/place 

Types of the 

Grievances 

Receive 

types Present status Remarks 

1 MAP- 02 

 
 
Jan 
22 

Suklaganda
ki 
Municipality 
in Kotre  and 
Myagde 
Rural 
Municipality 
in Ghumti 

Local people from 
Kotre & Ghumti  
requested to 
maintain the 
Potholes & control 
the dust in Kotre 
(Km 66+500 -
70+550) & Ghumti 
(K 52+460) 

Verbal 
complain
ts in the 
CDO 
office. 

After coordinating with 
the Contractor, 
temporarily started 
routine maintenance & 
sprinkling water to 
control the dust. 

Periodic & recurrent 
maintenance will be 
started after the 
monsoon. 

2 MAP -02 
Feb 
22 

Suklaganda
ki 
Municipality, 
Gachhepani 
at Ch 
66+670. 

7th Feb circulated 
news on media 
“claiming that a rare 
species vulture 
Chick killed due to 
the tree cutting. 
Pokhara Bird 
conservation 
society Pokhara 
requested to wait for 
an additional few 
months to grow the 
chick well & fly 

Through 
e-
Kantipur 
Newspa
per 

After the published 
news in Media. The 
consultation meeting 
was held in the CDO 
office at Tanahu for 
further awareness 
programs for laborers 
& staff. SMPHIP 
planning for mitigation 
measures in the 
project location. 

Planning for 
implementation of 
further mitigation 
programs in the project 
areas. 

3 
MAP-01 
 

Jan   
22 

Vyas-12, 
Chhirkane ( 
30+600) 

Local people from 
Chhikarne areas 
requested to control 
the dust and 
maintain the road 
surface ( Potholes) Verbal 

After coordination with 
the Contractor, 
temporarily started 
routine maintenance & 
sprinkling the water to 
control the dust in 
Chhirkani 

The contractors 
planning for periodic 
maintenance after the 
monsoon. 

4 MAP-01 
Marc
h 22 

Bandipur 1 
& 2 Dumbre 
Bazar Ch 
24+200 to 
25+300 

Local people  from 
Dumbre requested  
to maintain Potholes 
& Dusty Road in 
Dumbre ( K 23+400 
Bazar Verbal. 

After coordinating with 
the Contractor, 
temporarily started 
routine maintenance & 
sprinkling the water to 
control the dust in 
Dumbre Bazar 

Contractors planning 
for recurrent 
maintenance work after 
the monsoon. 

5 MAP-01 
Marc
h 22 

Bandipur -5, 
Yampa 
Ch.19+210 

Local people from 
Yampa  requested 
to control the 
Potholes & Dust on 
Road Ch 19+210 

Verbal 
complain
ts 

After coordinating with 
the Contractor, 
temporarily opened 
access and started 
routine maintenance & 
sprinkling the water to 
control the dust in 
Dumbre Bazar 

Under the construction 
of the hill site RCC 
breast wall to control 
the landslide. 

6 
MAP-01 

April 
22 

Abhukaireni 
-1, 
DapatarCh 
9+300 
&9+400 ) 

Local people in 
Dapatar requested 
to open the access 
road & irrigation 
canal for cultivation. 

Written 
complain
ts 

After coordinating with 
the Contractor, 
temporarily opened an 
access road & 
irrigation canal in 
Dapa Bazar 

The Permanent 
structure will be 
constructed after the 
construction of the 
retaining wall. 

7 MAP 
April
,22 

Damauli - 
Drinking 
Water and 
Sanitation 
consumer 
association. 

Damauli - Drinking 
Water and 
Sanitation 
consumer 
association has 
requested to 
resume the drinking Written 

After coordination with 
contractors, The 
contractors started to 
resume the drinking 
water supply to the 
community. Addressed 
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Sn 

Road 

Package Date 

Address 

/place 

Types of the 

Grievances 

Receive 

types Present status Remarks 

Vyas-5, 
Chapaghat 

water supply 
pipeline in Damauli 
/ChapaghatCh 
42+200- 44+460 

8 MAP -01 
Marc
h 22 

Bandipur 
Rural 
Municipality 
in Rimali. 

Local people from 
Rimali (Ch  25+800 - 
27+800 ) requested 
to shift the pipeline 
edge of the  road Verbal 

After Coordination 
with the contractors,’ 
the pipeline shall be 
shifted edge of the 
road after the 
construction of the 
Gabion works 

After the construction of 
the Gabion wall, the 
water pipeline will be 
shifted edge of the road 

9 MAP *01 
June 
22 

Bandipur - 5 
&1 in Yampa 
&Rimali at 
Ch (18+450 
& 26+800) & 
Vyas – 12 & 
5 in Deurali 
& 
Chapaghat 
at Ch 
(32+800 & 
43+180) 

Due to the ongoing 
construction of 
hillside protection 
walls (Breast 
/gabion/skin walls 
etc) in Vyas 
&Bandipur the local 
people requesting to 
open their access 
road. 

Verbal in 
CDO 
office 

After coordination with 
contractors arranges 
to continue traffic from 
diversion 
(temporarily). After the 
meeting in the CDO 
office, the contractor 
expedited their works 
in settlement areas 
and contractors 
arranges to continue 
traffic from diversion 
temporarily in 
Bandipur, Vyas & My 
municipalities. 

After completion of the 
protection walls 
(Gabion, breast, skin, & 
retaining) the access 
road will be open. 

10 MAP-01 
May 
22 

Abhukhairen
i -1, at 
Narighat (Ch 
9+950) 

Structures owners 
from Abhukhaireni 
requesting to 
protect their house Verbal 

After coordination with 
contractors’, 
constructed protection 
walls to protect his 
house at Ch   9+950. Addressed 

11 MAP -01 
May 
22 

Goma 
Khanal 
Vyas-5 at 
Kantar (Ch 
43+170) 

Due to excavation 
works on the hillside 
(Ch 43 +170 areas) 
Ms. Goma Khanal’s 
land & house are at 
risk of collapse so 
she is requested to 
protect her house 
and land. Written 

After coordination with 
contractors’ 
constructed protection  
walls to protect her 
land & house at  Ch 
43+170 Addressed 

12 MAP -01 April 

Kabita 
Shrestha 
Myagde-2, 
JamunneCh 
49+600 

Due to the 
excavation works at 
the hillside at Ch 
49+600 Ms. Kabita 
Shrestha’s house is 
at risk of collapse. 
She is requested to 
protect her house 
before the monsoon Written 

After coordination with 
contractors’ 
constructed a 
protection wall (breast 
wall) to protect her 
house at  Ch 49+600 Addressed 

13 MAP -01 
April 
22 

Devraj 
Shrestha in 
Myagde -1, 
Sirdhitole at 
Ch 43+960 

Due to the 
excavation works at 
the hillside at 
Sirdhitole (Ch 
43+960) Mr. Devraj 
Shrestha’s land & 
house is at risk of 
collapse. So he is 
requested to protect 
his land & house or 
compensation for 
his structures 

Written 
applicati
on in PM 
office 

After coordination with 
contractors planning 
for the construction of 
the protection wall 
after the monsoon. If it 
is not possible to 
protect his house the 
compensation amount 
will be decided by the 
CDC. 

Contractors planning 
for the construction of 
the protection walls. 

14 MAP-01 
April
.22 

TikaramLun
geliMagar, 
Myagde -1, 

Due to the 
excavation works at 
the hillside (Ch 

Written 
applicati

After coordination with 
the contractors. The 
contractors stopped 

Under the construction 
of the water tank. 
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Sn 

Road 

Package Date 

Address 

/place 

Types of the 

Grievances 

Receive 

types Present status Remarks 

at Ch 
44+460 

44+600) Mr. 
Tikaram Lungeli 
Magar’s land house 
& water tank are at 
risk of collapse. So 
he is requested to 
protect his land, 
house & rebuilt the 
water tank or the 
compensation 
amount shall be 
provided for his 
structures. 

on in PM 
office 

excavation work 
during the monsoon. 
The engineers already 
recommended to the 
contractors to protect 
the private house and 
land. 

15  
Marc
h 22 

Mamata B.K 
Abhukaireni 
ward no -2, 
Khanikhola 

Due to excavation 
works in Markichok 
(Ch 11+700) 
Mamata’s empty 
house will be at risk 
of collapse so she is 
requested to 
compensation 
amount. Verbal 

After the site visit with 
the technical team, the 
structure is far from 
the road. The owners 
leave her structures 
one year back.  The 
contractors planning 
to protect the risk 
structures. If it is not 
possible to protect her 
house the 
compensation amount 
will be decided by the 
CDC. 

In  the process for 
protection works at 
11+700 

16 MAP-01 
May 
22 

Bandipur -4, 
Bimalnagar
Ch 21+950 

Local people from 
Bimalnagar 
requested to protect 
their settlement as 
soon as possible 
after cutting off the 
hill site. Written 

After coordination with 
contractors & 
technical team. The 
engineers 
recommended slope 
protection works from 
Ch 21+790 -21+970. 

In process of  slope 
protection works 

17 MAP -01 May 

Juna Maya 
Sunar 
Kantar 
Vyash -5 
Kantar at ch 
43+450 

Due to excavation 
works on the hillside 
(Ch 43 +450 areas) 
Ms. Juna Maya 
Sunar's house is at 
risk of collapse so 
she is requested to 
provide a 
compensation 
amount. Written 

After field verification, 
the CDC decided to 
provide the 
compensation 
amount. The amount 
has been paid in July 

Addressed through the 
CDC meeting 

18 MAP-01 

02 
Marc
h 

Bandipur 
Rural 
Municipality 
-1 Chisapani 
at Ch 
25+450 

Local people from 
Nala/Chisapni areas 
requested to 
construct the box 
culvert in the same 
location or no need 
to construct of 
culvert because the 
old culvert was 
constructed for 
irrigation. But at 
present no 
agricultural land. 

By email 
Written 

Consulted with 
applicants & technical 
team, the issues will 
be addressed during 
the construction time. 

These issues will be 
addressed during the 
construction of the 
culvert. 

19 MAP-01 

05 
Jan 
22 

Vyas 
Municipality 
-2 & 4 at 
Damauli 
Bazar 
(41+750) 

Local community 
members requested 
to construct the road 
reference from the 
old road centerline, 
the existing road 
centerline was 

Meeting 
with 
local 
member
s 

After coordination with 
the Contractors’ 
surveyor, the survey 
works were completed 
in coordination with 
both sides (Left & 
Right) people. 

Under planning for 
minimization of the 
impact in built-up areas 
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Sn 

Road 

Package Date 

Address 

/place 

Types of the 

Grievances 

Receive 

types Present status Remarks 

shifted to the left/ 
south side. 

 
37. Table 7 shows that there are 19 no. of grievances in the SMPHIP project road. There 
are two non-settled grievances which are related to relocation& maintenance of the water 
supply pipeline and access road construction which will be resolved during the implementation 
of the project activities and according to the approved program schedule.  
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IX. ISSUES RAISED 
 
38. The following issues were identified, and the actions taken in the last three months 

presented in Table 8, below: 

 

Table 8: Status of Issues and Actions  

S.
N. Major Issues Measures Taken Remarks 

1 
Relocation of public utilities (electric 
poles and water supply pipeline) 

Ongoing issues due to 
subsequent electric authority 
delays. 

Under persistent 
review 

2 

The problem with the road surface 
(recurrent and periodic maintenance) 
and dust nuisance 

Road maintenance work is 
being carried out by the 
Contractor - Package 1 & 2 but 
does not fulfill the recurrent 
maintenance. 

Issues addressed by 
the project 
requirements 

3 
Structures owner(Out of the COI) 
demanding the compensation amount  

The compensation 
Determination Committee 
(CDC) in the Tanahu district 
has fixed the rate of structures 
within COI. Continuing process 

4 
Timely disbursements of the 
compensation amount  

Compensation Determination 
Committee (CDC) Project 
manager requested to finance 
ministry from time to time 

The project manager 
continuously 
requested to 
Finance ministry for 
disbursement of the 
compensation 
amount  
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X. MOBILIZATION OF EXTERNAL MONITOR 

 

39. PD ADB has been appointed an External Monitor, Dr. Chan Bahadur Gurung from 15th 
July 2022. Negotiation was made on 19th June 2022. Dr. Gurung was formally mobilized as 
an external from 10th August 2022. He has prepared inception report and submitted to PD 
ADB. The PD office has provided few comments on the repot and final report was submitted 
on 11th August 2022. He has planned for field visits from end of August and will produce the 
brief monitoring report before mission. 
 

XI. MAJOR ITEM FOCUS FOR THE NEXT REPORT 

 

40. The Compensation Determination sub-committee has started site verification by the 
Building Department of the structures from Km23+400 to Km 24+000 at Dumbre main Bazar 
of the Bandipur and Damauli Bazarat Km 40+400  to 42+100) of the Vyas municipality. Further, 
146 structures in Dumbre, are under structural assessment from the Building Department. 
After completion of the field work,the next CDC meeting will be conducted in the Tanahu 
district. Similarly, planning made for completion of verification process in Package two of the 
Kaski district. Report No.3will focus on updated social safeguard monitoring activities: 

• Formation of the Second level of the GRC in Packages1&2; 
• Verification of the land mentioned in the RP in 2019; 
• Preparation of the next CDC meeting in the Kaski district for private structures; 
• The remaining compensation payment to the PAPs in Packages 1& 2; 
• CDC meeting in Kaski &Tanahu for the acquisition of the private land; and 
• Verification and preparation of the CDC meeting in Package 1 &2 in the Tanahu 

and Kaski districts. 
 

XII. CONCLUSION 
 
41. The Detail Measurements Survey (DMS) for verification of the affected structures and 
number of PAPs from Km8+250 at Khaharekhola of Abhukhaireni Rural Municipality to 
Km22+250 at Bagkhola of Bandipur Rural Municipality in Package 1 (SMPHIP-01), shows no 
changes in the number of structure owners and PAPs data mentioned in the Resettlement 
Plan (2019). There are 551 affected structures (including 118Taharas/semi-movable 
structures) which were verified by the CSC and approved by the PM/ Compensation 
Determination Committee (CDC). The rate of structures and other allowances has been fixed 
in the CDC meeting. The compensation distribution is ongoing in Packages 1&2 (SMPHIP-
01&02). More than 74 structure owners have received compensation amount (NRs 
4,989.720.00) up to June 2022 and others are in the process to receive compensation 
according to the RP 2019 requirements. 
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ANNEXES 

 

Annex -1: Compensation Determination Committee meeting minutes in Tanahu 

district (in Nepali) 
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MAP-01: Compensation Determination Committee meeting minute (English 

Translation)   

Unofficial 
The meeting was conducted under the Chairmanship of Vishwaprakash Aryal,Chief District 
Officer in Tanahu on 15June 2022 in the District Administration office of Tanahu regarding 
compensation distribution and payment process of the structures under the Right 0f Way. The 
following decision was taken in the meeting: 
 

Attendance 
1. Mr. Vishwoprakash Aryal, Chief District Officer, District Administration Office, 

Tanahu  
2. Mr. Sukra Chuman, Chairman, Aabukhaireni Rural Municipality, Tanahu  
3. Mr. Surendra Bdr Thapa, Chairman Bandipur Rural Municipality, Tanahu  
4. Mr. Baikhuntha NeupaneeMayorVyas Municipality, Tanahu. 
5. Mr. Shri Prasad Shrestha Chairman Myagde Rural Municipality, Tanahu 
6. Mr.Chirajivi  Poudel, Chief Land Revenue Officer, Land Revenue Office 

Tanahu  
7. Mr, Narendra Subedi, Project Manager Mugling to  Pokhara Road project 

(Eastern Section), Tanahu 
Invitees 

1. Mr. Kashi Ram Gaire, Assistant Chief District Officer, District Administration 
Office, Tanahu  

2. Mr. Subash Sharma, Administrative Officer District Administration Office 
Tanahu  

3. Mr. Dayamohan Acharya, Mugling to  Pokhara Road project (Eastern Section, 
Tanahu 

4. Mr. Krishna Prasad Acharya, Survey Officer, Survey Office Tanahu 
5. Mr. Chintamani Sharma, Social and Resettlement Expert Consultants  
6. Mr. Ajaya Shrestha Engineer Infrastructures  Development office, Gorkha 
7. Mr. Ram Prasad Prokhel  Social Focal person Consultant  
8. Mr. Jiban Baral  Subba, District Administration Office, Tanahu 
9. Mr. Padam Bahadur Bhujel, Accountant, District Administration Office, Tanahu 
10. Mr. Kalu Tamang. District Administration Office, Tanahun 
11. Mr Shree Krishna Pandit Mayor Sukla Gandaki Municipality Tanahu  
12. Mr Uttam Khanal president Ra Aa Ji Ka Tanahu 
13. Mr. Surya Pd Acharya President Armed police force 23 Gada Bhanu, Tanahu 
14. Mr Yogendra Roka Kali Bahadur Battlian, Chapaghat, Tanahu 

 
Proposal no. 1:  
Fixation of the compensation amount 
 
Decision  
The Compensation Determination Committee has fixed the rate of the structures and other 
allowance based on the replacement cost and ADB safeguard policy.  There are 242 affected 
structures (including 172 houses/structures, 51 semi-movable structures, 14 Small Temple & 
5 community structures) with a total compensation amount of NRs  44823492.83 The 
compensation amount shall be distributed from the Project office (DoR). 
 
Proposal no. 2  
Compensation distribution process  
 
Decision 
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The compensation amount shall be paid in two installments. The first installment will be paid 
only 60% and the second installment of the compensation would be paid after the dismantling 
of the structures (remaining 40%). 
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Annex -1 Compensation Determination Committee meeting minute (English 
Translation) 

 
Unofficial 
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Annex 1: Compensation Determination Committee meeting minute (English 

Translation) 

 

Unofficial  
The meeting was conducted under the Chairmanship of Vishwaprakash Aryal,Chief District 
Officer in Tanahu on 30thJune 2022 in the District Administration office of Tanahu regarding 
compensation distribution and payment process of the structures under the Right 0f Way. The 
following decision was taken in the meeting: 
 
Attendance 

1. Mr. Vishwoprakash Aryal, Chief District Officer, District Administration Office, 
Tanahu  

2. Mr. Baikhuntha NeupaneeMayorVyas Municipality, Tanahu. 
3. Mr. Shri Prasad Shrestha Chairman Myagde Rural Municipality, Tanahu 
4. Mr.Chirajivi  Poudel, Chief Land Revenue Officer, Land Revenue Office 

Tanahu  
5. Mr.Amit Kumar Shrestha, Project Manager Mugling to  Pokhara Road project 

(Eastern Section), Tanahu 
 

Invitees 
1. Mr. Kashi Ram Gaire, Assistant Chief District Officer, District Administration 

Office, Tanahu  
2. Mr. Thaman Thapa, President District Coordination Committee, Tanahu 
3. Mr. Lilabalab Neupanee , Chief Administrative Officer, Sukla Gandaki 

Municipality, Tanahu 
4. Mr. Rekha Lamichhane (Wagle) Er, DUDBC KASKI  
5. Mr. Narayan Paudel Er.Pokhara Road project (Eastern Section), Tanahu 
6. Mr. Mahesh Dhakal, Mugling to  Pokhara Road project (Western Section, 

Tanahu 
7. Mr. Krishna Prasad Acharya, Survey Officer, Survey Office Tanahu 
8. Mr. Chintamani Sharma, Social and Resettlement specialist Consultants  
9. Mr. Ugrasen Choudhary Engineer CEMAT Consultant, Kashi Pokhara  
10. Mr . Kumar Shrestha   Social Focal person Consultant, Pokhara  
11. Mr. Nabin RegmiOfficefr , District Administration Office, Tanahu 
12. Mr. Sarita Shrestha, District Administration Office, Tanahun 
13. Mr.Narayan Prasad Paudel Nashu Pokhara Road project (Eastern Section), 

Tanahu 
 
Proposal no. 1:  
Fixation of the compensation amount 
 
Decision  
The Compensation Determination Committee has fixed the rate of the structures and other 
allowance based on the replacement cost and ADB safeguard policy.There are 138affected 
structures (including 110houses/structures,28Toilet structures) witha total compensation 
amount of NRs  24539633.80The compensation amount shall be distributed from the Project 
office (DoR). 
 
Proposal no. 2 
Compensation distribution process 
 
Decision 
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The compensation amount shall be paid in two installments. The first installment will be paid 
only 50% and the second installment of the compensation would be paid afterthe dismantling 
of the structures (remaining 50%).  
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Annex 2: Established third level Grievance Redress Committee ( in Nepali) 
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Annex 2: Formation of the third level Grivencnce Redress Committee in Mugling –
Pokhara Road project ( Western )  ( in English translation) 

 
Proposal no. 3:  
Established a project/district level Grievance Redress Committee  
 
Decision  
During the Project implementation every grievance will be recorded and will be addressed by 
Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) which is established as below; 

• Chief District Officer  
• Project Manager  
• Assistance CDO  
• CSC environmental Specialist  
• Social & Resettlement Specialist 
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Annex 3: List of the Compensation amount  for Non-title holders in Packages 1&2 
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Annex 3: List of the secondary structures 
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Annex 4: Public consultation field meeting minute Translate into English (Unofficial) 
 
Dated March 22, 2022, under the coordination of the Assistant Chief District Officer, Mr. Kashi 
Ram Gaire, sub-committee members of the Compensation Determination Committee to 
determine and recommend the compensation cost of houses and other structures that fall 
within the corridor of impact during the road construction of Mugling-Pokhara road project 
(East section). And after discussing with the stakeholders and Project affected people during 
the On-site visit,and monitoring, the decision was taken according to the details in the 
presence. 
 
Decision  
During the on-site monitoring, discussions were held with the affected households and the 
renters regarding the removal of houses and structures. A commitment was made by affected 
HHs and renters to assist in the construction work of the road by removing the affected 
structures if compensation amount and replacement cost are available with prior notice. 
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Annex 5: Photographsof public consultation and verification of the structures in the 

field. 

  

Consultant team discussed with contractors 
engineers for the bioengineering/slope protection 

Consultation  with Affected people about 
compensation in Aabhukhaireni Rural Municipality  

  
Meeting with Baradi Irrigation user committee in 
Baradi Bazar  

Subcommittee member of the Assistant CDO  
verified  the structures in Sano Dumbre Bazar 

 

Site visit with sub-committee members in MAP 02. Consultation with structure owners at  Ghumti in the 
Myagde Rural municipality  
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Information board about the ROW installed in 
different locations of the road alignment 

Assist CDO consultation  with the technical team 
during the field verification  

 

Consultation with PAPs in Gudhdi in the MAP-01 Consultation with water user group vulnerable 
household members in Khanikhola 

  
Site verification by Engineers from DUDBC and 
contractors engineers in MAP-02 

Consultation with PAP in Tharpu  Chok in MAP 02 

 

 


